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Abstract

In the squares of many Italian cities, unnoticed by most passersby, incisions carved in stone reproduce the dimensions of the measurements that were employed locally until 1861, when the nation endorsed the metric system. By gathering the evidence pertaining to these forms of display, this essay hopes to bring them back into historical consciousness. The story that follows is a rich one, for these carvings—here called pietre di paragone—performed many key functions in medieval society. Besides regularizing trade, they were at the center of a concordance of gazes and bodies, social rituals that contributed to the construction of collective identity, and the political establishment of the Italian communes. An investigation into the nexus between politics and measurements shows how the latter originated in the crumbling of imperial authority at the end of the tenth century. In addition, the political significance of the pietre is underscored by the tremendous attention that local authorities have paid to their preservation. These maneuvers lend weight to the cause of those scholars who challenge the idea of the Middle Ages as a dark, uncivilized era.

The Invention of the Middle Ages as Metrological Bedlam

A seeming paradox informs our view of late medieval society in Italy. Even though from the eleventh century on, Italy enjoyed an economic boom, scholars are largely convinced that until the mid-fourteenth century Italians failed to develop reliable systems of measurement. Contributing to this misunderstanding is the fact that different units were used to measure products we today consider similar (for instance, the unit for silk was not the same as that for wool cloth). Also, many scholars assume that the dimensions of medieval measurements fluctuated over time, perhaps decreasing with the erosion of an ingrained habit that this deficiency has become in the popular consciousness of the era’s defining traits, one of those characteristics by which we distinguish, for instance, between medieval and modern times. With the present article, however, I want to reverse such claims by presenting evidence that will show that medieval systems of measurement were stable and scrupulously controlled and that regulation of measurements waned during the early Renaissance. Although many questions about the medieval genesis of metrological systems remain controversial (for example, what was the dimensional relationship between classical, Carolingian, and medieval systems?), I argue that Italy’s medieval measurements were standardized at the end of the tenth century. This move spurred economic regeneration and was particularly decisive for the consolidation of the communes, political associations between citizens created to safeguard their practical interests over those of the ruling aristocratic and ecclesiastical classes. The communes, whose origins and overall structure varied notably from city to city, established themselves throughout the twelfth century also against the interests of other organizations within the city, internal as well as external competition required enforcement, and yet the communes strove to displace a sense of oppression on the part of the citizens by promoting a desire for societal action and representation. Measurements perfectly served this twofold purpose: they essentially worked as the communes’ tools of control while (and because) citizens took them as the very source of egalitarian justice.

Propelled by an active engagement with measurements, the medieval communes devised a revolutionary method to preserve these measurements, which I call pietre di paragone. This expression refers to series of grooves that reproduce the city’s measurements incised on the facades of the cathedral, communal palace, or canopies in the center of one of the main squares (Figs. 1–5). Although many pietre still exist, today their presence is hardly noticed. When scholars mention them, it is in relation to mercantile practices, since the square that the pietre overlook usually was the site of the local market. While such a function is undeniable—the pietre did allow standards to be checked during business transactions—their role extended far beyond this one. This essay aims to address this shortcoming and thus restore the wide-ranging cultural impact of the pietre. Not only did they contribute to the political establishment of the commune, but they also generated a new perception of space.

This revolution has gone undetected since the sixteenth century, that is, since the period that first gave a historical definition of medieval times. The Florentine Vincenzo Borghini (1515–1580) lamented that the measurements of his time were most unstable and confusing (“è si pud dire generalmente la cosa delle misure, e de’ pesi incertissima, ed instabilissima”), an effect, he claimed, of the despicable conduct of his ancestors, who were responsible for the disintegration of Rome’s cultural system. Many shared his view: in modern treatises it is quite common to find a remark on measuring as a source of problems. Luca Pacioli (1446/47–1517), the famous mathematician, went...
so far as to provide clear definitions of the measurements he mentioned in his *Tractatus Geometriciae*, lest his geometrical demonstrations be questioned. 5

Since the consequences of this lack of standards were far-reaching—the absence of precise measurements was felt to affect trade as well as justice—some progressive lords decided to take the problem into their own hands. In 1554 in Mantua, the ruling Gonzaga family commissioned a set of new standards to put an end to the disorder that vexed merchants and citizens alike. Milan, more ambitiously, standardized its system and tried to expand its use to the whole Lombard region between 1597 and 1608. It failed, though a second attempt in 1781 succeeded, one year before Grand Duke Pietro Leopoldo (1747–1792) imposed the stable Florentine system across Tuscany.

In Italy, the problem of measurements—its diagnosis and solution—can be said to trace a modern parabola, reaching its apex with Napoleon. After taking over northern Italy, Napoleon substituted all local measurements with the brand-new metric system, which he enforced throughout Europe. 6 To facilitate the use of the new system in Italy, Napoleon commissioned tables recording all the measurements of the subjected areas and quantifying them in meters. Collected into a book—known simply as *Tavole di Ragguaglio*—these tables were painstakingly precise and offered, for the first time, a reliable survey of what measurements were used and where. 7 If the *Tavole*, with their meticulous transcriptions of all local measurements in numbers, represented the ultimate product of modern standardization, they also, indirectly, strengthened the idea of medieval Italy as metrologically bedlam. The charts go so far as to report dimensions down to the millimeter, thus creating visible differences between systems that were practically identical. The reader of the *Tavole* cannot help but feel lost in a sea of numbers; this graphic discomfort resulted in winning political support for the meter, which was endorsed by the whole of Italy only with unification in 1861. 8

The national debate over whether to endorse the metric system, which ensued from the political bar set by the Congress of Vienna in 1814–15, gave momentum to studies on measurements. 8 Besides sharpening historians’ perception, the meter finally provided them with a neutral unit by which all ancient standards could be compared and to which every European scholar could relate. Still, the treatises of the time, repetitive and short on evidence, were historically poor. Because they mostly served the cause of reintroducing the meter, they made use of Borghini’s convenient characterization of the Middle Ages as unruly.

In the nineteenth century, Borghini’s stance was so common that even the Romantic intellectuals who were reevaluating the Middle Ages did not resist it. I find it symptomatic of their credulity that they took the incomensurable Gothic cathedral as the ultimate expression of the medieval spirit. The Romantics celebrated the cathedral because they believed that medieval society turned its back on down-to-earth quantification, an insouciance that they found inspirational for modern aesthetics. In his intoxicating essay “Von deutscher Baukunst,” Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832) vigorously states that the classicist principles, to which he relates proportionality and measurement, no longer need be at the foundation of art criticism. Those who are enslaved by these rules, he says, those who “have measured rather than felt,” miss the source of art, which is autonomous, unconcerned, free feeling. 10 Many followed Goethe’s soul-filling amazement before the staggering void of the cathedral and, like him, championed sublime instinct. There is little need to dwell on this. 11 Yet, in this context, it is important to stress the consequences of the historical outlook these opinions endorsed. Maintained by both nineteenth-century Italian reformers and Romantic thinkers, the view of the Middle Ages as metrologically chaotic grew over time into an incontrovertible truism.

This condensed history indicates that thinking of the Middle Ages as unfocused is a historical construct that served to support ideological as well as aesthetic views. Reconsider for a moment the case of Borghini. As a courtier of Cosimo and Francesco de’ Medici as well as a most influential critic, he used his writings vigorously to uphold the cultural achievements of his own times. 12 It is thus likely that instead of seeing metrological chaos as a product of his own people, he attributed it to an earlier era, which was commonly classified as anticlas-

ical. (In the eyes of the Renaissance, the Middle Ages were what the Renaissance was not.) His definition of the Middle Ages as metrologically chaotic is, after all, not based on any hard evidence.

When we look at medieval data, meanwhile, some hints point to a society intensely engaged with measuring and surveying. Eric Fernie, for instance, showed that Francesco Balducci Pegolotti (d. 1347), the author of a compilation of European mercantile practices, had a firm grip on the dimensional relationships between the measurements employed throughout Europe. 13 Olivier Reguin, whose research focuses on economics in southern France, has also shown that various measurements were effectively compared with each other in both Carolingian and late medieval times. 14 Evidence of this sort also exists for northern Italy, the focus of this essay. In Bologna, thirteenth-century surveys usually called *libri terminorum* report the dimensions of all the city’s public spaces down to the inch. 15 The Modenese *braccio* recorded in the 1803 Napoleonic *Tavole* can be used to explain, with the utmost degree of precision, the geometric plan of Modena Cathedral (1099–1130s), thus hinting at the continuity of the local measurements for more than seven centuries. 16 Other examples could be presented, yet they would not add to a picture that remains only hypothetical as long as these cases continue to be regarded as exceptions. Most scholars overlook the studies I have mentioned as too tortuous and skeptically stress the lack of outright, firsthand evidence. Indeed, no physical metal bar has survived from the Middle Ages, and written sources are mute.

This silence seems to derive from the classical authors venerated in medieval times, such as Plato and Aristotle, who...
rarely touch on measurements. Patristic literature also lacks metrological references. When theologians talk of measurements, they speak of biblical or Roman standards, that is, of measurements that have attained the status of literary tropes and can then fit into their atemporal, symbol-ridden discourse. St. Augustine (354–430) writes that numbers are the hidden principle and soul of everything (De libero arbitrio 2.16.42), a stance that affected measurements as well, since measurements were treated as numeric surrogates. Measuring, then, served theologians to link any physical object—from churches to holy relics—to numbers and thence to associate them with the mystery that is at the core of the exegetical tradition.

The belief that measurement standards disappeared, the silence of classical as well as medieval sources, and the open-endedness of religious literature have all contributed to supporting Borghini’s stance that medieval people were metrologically incompetent. With this essay, I set out to examine the possibility that this silence about measurements as well as the recourse to pietre di paragone, that is, to negative incisions rather than to positive metal standards, was intrinsic to their preservation.

The Pietre di Paragone

As noted above, many northern Italian cities still display their local units of measurement. The pertica runs, unnoticed, above the dado of the south tower of S. Donnino, in Fidenza (Fig. 1), and measurement standards are carved into the socle of Bologna’s Accursio Palace (Fig. 2) and a pillar of Piacenza’s Palazzo Comunale (Fig. 3). They rise vertically, like the grooves of a Corinthian column, on the pillars of Verona’s ciborium (Fig. 4) and are spread in an orderly fashion, to great decorative effect, on both sides of the apse window of Modena Cathedral (Fig. 5). The list goes on and on.

Historians hardly ever refer to these incisions, mentioning them only as one might comment on curios of folkloric appeal. They are evoked as material traces of these cities’ histories as thriving, independent economic centers, but sometimes this exultation, with its patently nostalgic overtones, shifts and becomes a more nationalistic reading. Nineteenth-century politicians did not remove local standards because they considered them useful in recalling Italy’s dreadful babel of past economies and narrow-minded campanilismo. They warned people of the miserable state to which dissolution might eventually return them. Yet, at the same time, the faded, washed-out appearance of the incisions reassured people of the remoteness of that possibility and of the unequivocal lightness of the present, unified system.

Despite damage, most of these carvings have resisted time. Their course may now be uneven, but the stone has to some degree preserved their dimensions. In the Middle Ages, as in antiquity, stone was the material believed to be best at resisting time and into it was carved everything worth preserving, from tomb slabs to inscriptions. In 1116, when Pope Paschal II was afraid that Henry V would conquer Canossa and thus alienate the Church’s property, he made sure that the official record of its legitimacy was carved in stone. The 1173 statutes of Ferrara were inscribed on the walls of the city’s cathedral for the
same reason. Stone did preserve them: Ferrara’s are the earliest statutes handed down to us.

Still, it was less stone than the metal plaques at the ends of the carvings that guaranteed the incorruptibility of measurement standards. The communal promulgations explicitly ordered that the impressions should be “ferrata” in order to prevent their deformation over time. The prescription regarding metal plaques is the only explicit indication about construction of the standards; the method and quality of the carving are never discussed, and its supplier is unnamed. The communal directives leave the physical exemplars of measurement standards unaddressed, perhaps because there were none. This is most clearly seen in Parma, where iron plaques stick out of the facade of the cathedral and identify a void (Figs. 6 and 7). All the incisions indicate empty space; the very few metal bars that fill them are recent additions. In Bergamo, for instance, these bars are inscribed with meter markings, indicating a post-unification casting (Fig. 8). In order to be checked, any dubious tool was inserted into the groove between the metal ends. Carving the magnitude of local measurements into buildings was a cleverer way of preventing alteration than, for instance, attaching iron bars to the wall. Faced with an empty groove, a vandal’s only recourse was to chip away a piece of stone from the frame, increasing its size and thus achieving precisely the opposite of what any forger would wish, which is to fabricate shorter, not longer, standards.

Showing standards as negatives was also a consequence of the definition of measurement as an immaterial ratio, a distance between two points. This view circulated among the medieval elites through the geometric investigations of Boethius (ca. 480–524/25), St. Augustine (De qualitate animae), and Gerbert d’Aurillac (946–1003). In his Isagoge geometriae, Gerbert clearly states that a foot is two-dimensional. Like other geometric abstractions, it can be understood only intellectually and not experienced in reality, since everything in the real world has three dimensions.

This stance was embraced by the communal administrations, which understood that the dematerialization of measurements was crucial for their preservation and hence for the city’s economic stability. A physical standard can be easily falsified, while a void is incorruptible, because it is simply not there. The Bolognese statutes of 1250 record the local brick as 9-by-4-by-2 once, stressing its relationship with the 12-once foot in case the standard is not available. They imply that a unit of
measurement was not immanent to its physical standard but could be retrieved mathematically from another. Similarly, the 1336 statutes of Modena (a copy of the 1327 legislation as approved by Modena’s new lord Obizzo III) represent measurements by a drawing, thus showing that standards could be replicated graphically.22 Yet the ideas of Gerbert, an intellectual monk, and the statutes, compiled by learned jurists, were not commonplace, and an approach to measurements as physical, three-dimensional objects can also be found. Bonvesin de la Riva (1240–1313/15) in his De magnalibus urbis Mediolani, a celebration of Milan’s wonders, identifies a cubitus with the metal bar that reproduces it and thus, besides its length, assigns it a specific width.23 Bonvesin here displays a practical experience of measurements, far from their judicial value or their intellectual apprehension as immaterial, which is likely to have derived from the duties of the Umiliati, a Milanese order in charge of safekeeping of measurements and of which Bonvesin may have been a member.24

This dual conceptualization of measurements, as both physical objects and immaterial ratios, came from the Roman twofold tradition. On the one hand, the Romans guarded their standards in the Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus on the Capitol (medieval people probably recalled that the Bible records the Jewish standards inside the Temple of Jerusalem).25 On the other, they engraved them, in a highly stylized manner, on a slab in the market of Leptis Magna.26

In the Middle Ages, the two customs were not in conflict. Quite the opposite. The statutes of Viterbo, of 1251–52, explicitly require their coexistence. The commune’s official passus was in fact both the wooden standard in the possession of Angelo Burgundione and the incision on the column of Sta. Maria Nuova.27 The 1265 statutes of Parma order that both the carvings and the physical standards (“ferratum et bullatum”) should be made available whenever required.28 Duplication was the standard technique used to guarantee incorruptibility in the Middle Ages, as the practice behind the Schreinsurkunden confirms. The trustworthiness of these documents was guaranteed by keeping an original in the safes of the issuing community and by making a duplicate to circulate in public.29

The medieval church absorbed many aspects of the classical temple, and in the case of measurement, Emperor Justinian (483–565) made this continuance unequivocal. In his Corpus juris civilis, which became the backbone of communal legislation, he stated that measures and weights had to be kept in one (“unuscuisque”) church per city.30 In Italy, this is recorded as early as 1147, when the measurement standards were in the custody of the canons of Pisa Cathedral, the city’s most important church.31 Whether these measurements were incisions on the church’s exterior walls or metal bars is not clear, but their association with the city’s most important church is indisputable. Even though the communal statutes are casual about differentiating between the two types of standards—usually they are both referred to as “mensura” or “moduli”—the distinction is important, because the two modalities of existence (tangible/
immaterial, movable/fixed) prompted two different forms of engagement (private/public, practical/symbolic). Thus I use *pietre di paragone* to identify the incisions displayed in open air. Originally an expression used in alchemy, meaning “touchstones,” *pietre di paragone* in Italian today simply means “standards of comparison;” but I employ the term here because it evokes the stone support of the incisions (*pietre*) as well as highlighting their prevalent function as visual markers (*paragone*). I found specific references to measurements and their supports only in the statutes of Modena, but I nevertheless expand its use to encompass all similar displays, stressing a difference that the technical documents may not have handed down but that nevertheless affected life in the medieval communes.

**In the Custody of Hundreds**

Both types of measurement (the incisions and the metal bars) required protection. The official guarding of physical objects hardly needs much comment, besides recalling that Italian communes had no all-purpose police but only discrete monitoring bodies, each of which acted more or less independently. Those responsible for measurements went under many names, such as *officiarii bollettarum* in Modena, *scarii* in Bologna, and *iusticeri* in Padua. Their role was to keep one set of measurement standards, but they also supervised trade within the city: they regularly inspected tools, kilns, and sellers, fined counterfeiters and arranged for their public derision, a punishment particularly dreaded by merchants, who feared loss of credibility.

In Parma the office was held—the 1240s statutes inform us—by four *fraters*, a term that has been interpreted as referring to either penitents or friars. Their authority had a broad scope, since they were also given oversight of sales in grain, flour, and wine. (One official even had to test bread for weight, quality, and color.) Yet these commissions were fluid in composition and they changed over time. The Parma statutes of twenty-five years later, in 1265, already show a different, more complex situation with increased traffic and tighter controls. Generic ecclesiastics (*religiosi viri*) had taken over the duties. Their number remained at four, but the two most experienced officers worked permanently at the market, where they collected fines and authentication fees. Four more inspectors were elected and assigned to control business in the entire bishopric, outside the city walls: each year they inspected the standards that ever citizen could call any other a counterfeiter, including the *podestà.* If proved right, the accuser was rewarded with half the fine paid by the guilty party, an incentive offered by many other communes. By relying on the concerted watchfulness of the whole population, the communes obtained, without much effort, effective, constant vigilance. The eyes of the people were indeed wide open, as Salimbene de Adam (1221–ca. 1290) typifies in his *Chronica* with the character of Guidolino of Enzola, a busybody:

> And every day he heard Mass in the cathedral and, when he could, the Divine Offices. He then sat with his neighbors under the community portico near the bishop’s palace. He spoke of God, and gladly listened to others speaking of Him. He also used to stop the boys from damaging the bas-reliefs and the frescoes of the baptistry and the cathedral. . . . He acted as though he were an official custodian.

The cross-checks of the communes’ policing system responded to a new form of political culture that, instead of radiating from one authority, was enmeshed in the actions of the dominant groups of society.

The communal notaries insisted on the role of the citizens as a group in bestowing legitimacy on a document. Reversing the terms latent in Carolingian law, the notaries stressed that a document presented to a popular assembly (in *piele*) was equivalent to its being examined by the bishop. The popular assembly could eventually be substituted by a notary because of his knowledge of the code, the tool for the preservation of communal welfare. Indeed, Goffredus of Trani (d. 1245), in his *Summa*, defines the documents approved by the notary as “public.” Goffredus also emphasizes that the reliability of a private agreement increases with the number of eyewitnesses, thus revealing the juridical rationale of his times, when legitimacy was understood as plural agreement. Although responsibility fell on the individual (the council appointed only people of elevated standing to communal offices), the brevity of each appointee’s mandate was an attempt to reproduce plurality. To avoid its opposite, tyranny, was perhaps the most vexing political problem for the communes; the countless cross-checks and reliance on associative bodies were a means of preventing a single individual from dominating. For all that, the communes were still far from democratic and remained the political domain of the elite.

The visibility of *pietre di paragone* can be taken as a way to solve this problem. The incorruptibility of the standards was ensured not only by the reputation of the singular officers but also by diffused monitoring as endorsed by the whole population. Parma statutes repeat several times, almost to excess, that any citizen could call any other a counterfeiter, including the *podestà.* If proved right, the accuser was rewarded with half the fine paid by the guilty party, an incentive offered by many other communes. By relying on the concerted watchfulness of the whole population, the communes obtained, without much effort, effective, constant vigilance. The eyes of the people were indeed wide open, as Salimbene de Adam (1221–ca. 1290) typifies in his *Chronica* with the character of Guidolino of Enzola, a busybody:

> And every day he heard Mass in the cathedral and, when he could, the Divine Offices. He then sat with his neighbors under the community portico near the bishop’s palace. He spoke of God, and gladly listened to others speaking of Him. He also used to stop the boys from damaging the bas-reliefs and the frescoes of the baptistry and the cathedral. . . . He acted as though he were an official custodian.

The display of *pietre di paragone* on a main square, the pulsating heart of a city’s public life and the site of crowded happenings, created the ideal conditions for secure monitoring. Their location (on vertical pillars or on central,
slightly elevated structures) as well as their architectural framing can be interpreted as both an attempt to facilitate visual control and as an effect of this primacy of gaze. The statutes of Reggio of 1268 are clear about the fact that the _pietre di paragone_ should be placed somewhere on the communal palace for all to see. Total exposure was regarded as a form of control as effective as total concealment, and the citizens embraced diffused monitoring as an inevitable, almost natural, consequence of communal living.

Control by sight was possible also because of an increasingly optimistic belief in certitude as a product of vision. This idea, which is so embedded in the way we think now that we may find it hard to imagine any other possibility, emerged with particular force at the end of the twelfth and throughout the thirteenth centuries in the writings of Robert Grosseteste (ca. 1168–1253), John Peckham (ca. 1230–1292), Witelo (ca. 1230–before 1314), and, most notably, Roger Bacon (ca. 1220–1292), with his treatise _Perspectiva_ (dated to 1263). Strengthened by his unique mastery of Alhazen’s (965–1039) teachings and with a profusion of explanatory geometric drawings, Bacon’s work systematized all previous knowledge on optics in a reliable compendium. There, he presented vision as a bodily faculty that, despite being embedded in psychology, could nevertheless produce certitude (“It must be understood that when these nine conditions do not depart from moderation—that is, when they are met, neither in excess nor in deficiency—then vision achieves certainty”).

As Katherine Tachau has shown, vision became a crucial epistemic tool, which affected the intellectual discourse on truth. However, scientists were not the only ones who were adopting this new stance. As Marvin Trachtenberg has proved for Florence, the model provided by optics was rapidly embraced by a communal institution, which put it to use for the structure of its urban projects. In addition to being designed as sites for spectacular assemblies, squares were laid out according to a logic that stemmed from optics. Because the signing of important documents as well as marriages and funerals took place in loggias, private events were turned into social performances. From a legal point of view, as Goffredus reveals, a large crowd increased the reliability of any contract, but from a social perspective, it also strengthened the bonds between people and between them and the commune.

The _pietre di paragone_ were made visible not simply so they could be efficiently controlled but also because they were part of a program that reinforced the political agenda of the groups at the head of the communes, legitimizing their behavior. The architecture of squares and loggias should then be seen as crucial elements of this project, since they standardize the movement of bodies and gazes. The political value of these structures could hardly be expressed more patently than in the fourteenth-century Cremonese statutes, which allow citizens to gather only in the squares and in the district loggias.

Although communal life required a level of participation that must have felt unprecedented to medieval people, life was highly regulated, and, through the constant repetition of actions, sights, and events, the citizens themselves contributed to the constitution of a diffused power. This concatenation, by which a singular act was linked to others, was seen in positive terms. Opicino de Canistris (1296–ca. 1336) revealed some optimism when presenting Pavia as a tightly knit fabric of people: “All citizens know one another so well that they may meet several times during a day: once in the communal palace, another in the piazza. And each of them, if requested, would be able to indicate on the spot where another’s house was even if it stood in the farthest corner of the city.” Urban life, as described by Opicino, is highly regulated: the Pavesi frequent the same places, the palace or the square, both of which were constructed by the commune. They do not question the communal nature of their living and they do not seek privacy. Their proximity makes them well versed in each other’s habits, a state of things that, even without noticing, leads to reciprocal control. This is the sociocultural context in which the very existence of the _pietre di paragone_ was made possible. Generally regarded only as technical tools for regulating the market, the _pietre_ were also important in their role as enforcers of a collective identity that, through plural monitoring, produced cohesion among the citizenry and substantiated communal authority. The association between the _pietre_ and the commune was by no means spontaneous, however. Everything within the city did not naturally refer to its government. (Quite the reverse: the city was punctuated by many examples of political forces resisting the commune.) Instead, as the history of the emergence of medieval measurement systems will now reveal, it was a bond that was laboriously constructed by the communes themselves over the years.

_The Origin of Medieval Measurements_

As far as I am aware, the earliest surviving record of the existence of _pietre di paragone_ in Italy comes from 1195 Faenza. In that year the _Chronicon Faventinum_ mentions that the standard of the foot was positioned near the doors of the cathedral ("ante ianuas maioris ecclesiae posuit mensuram pedis ad terram mensurandam"). It is not possible to say precisely where the foot was located, since we do not know the appearance of the twelfth-century church. Federico Manfredi (d. 1488), bishop of the city and brother of Faenza’s lord Carlo II, rebuilt the cathedral beginning in 1474 following a plan by Giuliano da Maiano, which swept away the old cathedral and its standards with it.

After Faenza, we have a 1204 record for Bergamo that explicitly states: "all pareti [linear standards] must be shaped according to the standard that is above the ground, near the main door of the church of Sta. Maria Maggiore." Other measurements were carved in 1248 near the _parete_, and, although heavily restored, _pietre di paragone_ are still in place there (see Fig. 8). After Bergamo, a profusion of other documents reveal that _pietre di paragone_ were present in the squares of most thirteenth-century cities.
The carving of pietre di paragone was, however, not the origin of medieval units of measurement, which had been used since 973, as a document by Bologna’s bishop Adalbertus indicates. Adalbertus wrote to the bishop of Parma to reclaim the church of S. Stefano. Not only was S. Stefano one of the city’s crucial devotional centers, but the large estate surrounding it was also very profitable. The wealthy church had been given to Parma in 887 by Bishop Mainbertus who wanted to insult Bologna, in retaliation for its having opposed his investiture. Besides presenting utilitarian reasons (a church should be administered by those who use it), Adalbertus offered the bishop of Parma a payment of thirty tornatura of vineyards.

The tornatura is Bologna’s distinctive unit of measurement for surface area, and from 973 on it appears in documents fairly regularly. A document from 983 reports a vineyard that was 24-by-12 perticae, which is 2 tornatura. Another document, from 1008, reports on a small piece of land—overlooking the street outside the city that led to S. Tommaso—of 4 clusori, which are specified as subdivisions of the tornatura (“qui sunt clusoros quatuor tornaturis”). The frequency of these references and, especially, the proportionality between measurement units leave little doubt that a homogeneous system based on the tornatura was established in Bologna by the end of the tenth century.

This dating seems acceptable, considering northern Italy’s political climate. With the death of Charles the Fat in 888, rule of Italy was disputed among several military families, all claiming links to the Carolingian dynasty. The royal chancery in Pavia continued to function, but, symptomatic of the lack of clear direction, it did not issue norms of general validity, granting privileges only to specific addressees. Amid this antagonism, at the beginning of the tenth century, Italy also suffered the Hungarian and Saracen depredations. The first post-Carolingian rulers, Berengar I (d. 924) and Louis the Blind (d. 928), took charge of the situation and issued many diplomas that reconfirmed alleged rights of possession. Witnesses were asked to corroborate claims, but many institutions took advantage of the chaos to snap up new privileges. Among these was the bishop of Cremona, who in 916, on behalf of the city devastated by Hungarian raids, obtained many commercial rights in the territory of neighboring Brescia.

We do not have charters explicitly granting a Lombard bishop the right to use independent measurement systems, but we do have a diploma dated 27 May 945 in which King Lothair (941–986) grants the church of Mantua the right to coin money for that city as well as for Verona and Brescia. The passage from local currency to local measurement units cannot be taken as straightforward, despite the fact that in the Middle Ages the two systems were not perceived as completely detached. (From Carolingian times, weight and monetary systems were defined together.) Yet this can be seen as exemplary of a period in which economic regeneration was not undertaken on a large scale by the empire but was instead prompted by the cities themselves.

The use of local measurement standards is first acknowledged as customary by a 996 imperial diploma. The purpose of the diploma is petty—to grant the use of a field to Pisa—but its cultural significance is wide. When Ottonian secretaries defined the size of the field, they pointed out that it is expressed in the units of measurement as determined by the city (“secundum mensuram legitimam et nominationem patrie”). The expression “mensura legitima” comes straight from Carolingian chancery, but “nominationem patrie” is not a recurring formula. Patria unmistakably refers to the territory of Pisa and not to the kingdom of Italy, for which the imperial scribes would have employed the word regnum. This linguistic differentiation is confirmed by several charters of the late and post-Carolingian periods, in which regnum is clearly opposed to patria.

The 996 diploma, of course, relates only to Pisa, but considering the geographic proximity and political cohesion of the Italian cities, all of which were requesting similar privileges at the same time, it is unlikely Pisa would have been an isolated case. Pisa created Italy’s first recorded commune in 1085. It is thus not impossible that the city should have developed a precocious sense of independence.

The diploma, together with Bologna’s contemporaneous use of tornature, seems to indicate that toward the end of the tenth century Italian cities were equipping themselves with local systems of measurement. Yet, it is not until the carving of pietre di paragone that we detect a growing awareness of measurement. Starting from the second half of the twelfth century, we have in fact an unprecedented number of documents that attempt to clarify precisely the value of units.

A document from 1173 for the transfer of property between the S. Cipriano di Murano monastery and the marquis d’Este makes it explicit that a mansus equals a surface of 40-by-100 12-foot pertichae. A second document from 1118 specifies that a mansus—in the territory of Reggio Emilia—corresponded to twelve iugera (“et per unoquoque manso iugera duodecim legitimimos”), and a third one, dating to 1170, sees the mansus as 48 biolche (“unusquisque mansus est quadraginta et octo bubulcarum”). Scholars have read these documents as proof of the confusion of medieval measurement systems and twelfth-century people’s lack of clarity in that regard. In doing so, they overlook the fact that these documents tend to regulate transfer of property between communities using different local systems, and, because some of the fields were in regions unfamiliar to the people involved in the contracts, an explanation was necessary. (This was particularly important for the mansus, which seems to have been a generic term to designate a surface unit.) In my eyes, then, these twelfth-century documents do not denote a situation of chaos, but—on the contrary—signal the interest of their authors in unequivocally identifying a specific magnitude.

Bonvesin de la Riva, almost a century later, espoused the same spirit when he described Milan’s units of measurement for the sake of foreigners and the ignorant. The terminology of medieval measurements is pervasive throughout the Po valley, with all Lombard measurement systems employing similar
terms (they pretty much all had feet and palms as well as perticae and once) to refer to different magnitudes, which thus needed the territorial specification ("of Florence," "of Bologna") to be correctly understood.75

The Battle for the Control of Measurement

Bergamo’s first record of pietre di paragone, in 1204 (cited above), appears in the statutes of the local guild of weavers, hinting that the guilds may have been the cradle of the pietre di paragone. This has been taken to show that the pietre were produced for utilitarian reasons and were identified above all with the guilds, not the commune.76 Given the lack of documentation for the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, it is impossible to say whether Bergamo exemplified a generalized situation. But since in later documents the pietre are frequently mentioned in the communal statutes, a composite account that acknowledges interest in them from various political bodies can be developed.

It is in fact important to observe that the communes, throughout their fluid history, remained heterogeneous, fragmented entities. The communes were forms of power that aimed not at democracy (they only relaxed the structures of power) but at maintaining the status of the ruling elites, whatever their composition over time. Merchants and bankers, if particularly successful, could join the landowners and military elite in the administration of the communes, but the large majority of the population was politically impotent. Self-employed artisans and small-scale tradesmen thus organized themselves into guilds (societates artium), groups of mutual interests bound by oath and with common property as well as private military forces. The societates artium often antagonized the commune, which, far from being a politically comprehensive overarching authority, often followed self-serving agendas. Struggles occurred at different levels, and control over the measurement system was one of them.

One example of the antagonism over measurements between the communes and the societates artium comes from 1164 Pisa, when the commune opposed the guild of stonecutters and tile makers, the "compagnias magistorrum lapidum seu tegularum." The second half of the twelfth century saw Pisa’s commercial power in the Mediterranean rise, which resulted in a growth in architectural projects and unprecedented urban expansion. Strengthened by the increase in commissions, the stonecutters organized themselves into a guild, which, as a self-legislating association, could raise wages and, eventually, obtain political power. The commune, meanwhile, already struggling with other compagnie, denied the legitimacy of the stonecutters’ guild, accusing it of going against communal honor ("contra communem honorem factas"). Further, it antagonized the guild by appropriating an important source of income: the approbation of the shape of bricks and roof tiles. These, it was decided, had to be verified by the commune.77 The move was economic but also symbolic, since the commune, in this way, obtained control over a key aspect of the city’s building industry.

This is the only explicit documentation of a conflict over measurements I have found. Nonetheless, the documents are sprinkled, if not with signs of such antagonism, then with indications of the political stress caused by measurements. The repetition by the statutes explicitly referring to the commune as the sole association in control of standards reveals the statutes’ ideological content. It is thus as a sign of background difficulty (and less as a sign of triumphant leadership) that I read the decision to make compulsory the application of the commune’s official seal of the Virgin to all standards in Parma (or the seal of Virgil in Mantua).78 I detect a similar anxiety behind the appointment of the communal militi di giustizia to the duty of visiting the kilns that manufactured bricks and tiles to compare them with the standards kept by the abbot of the monastery of S. Prospero.79

The communes’ interest in assuming political control of measurements also led to physical appropriation. In an unprecedented move, as early as the 1250s, Bologna’s standards were carved below the loggia of the communal palace and not on the facade of the church, as was customary.80 In Reggio the podestà himself had to duplicate the pietre di paragone within two months of his election.81 (Similarly, at his investiture in Parma, the podestà swore an oath to preserve measurements and provide for their restoration.)82

I have expressed my doubts over the degree of success that the communes achieved in taking control of measurements (after all, the documentation we have was produced by the communes themselves—the dominant parties—and is therefore biased). Yet the story of the pietre di paragone cannot be streamlined into a series of clashes. Quite the opposite. It is also a story of identification and mutual exchange, with the societates themselves accepting that they were a part of the commune and the communal statutes taking on some aspects of the internal organizations of the guilds.

Further, societates largely relied on the commune as their representative with external powers. In 1159 Frederick Barbarossa (1122–1190) conceded to the commune of Asti some royal rights including “menusre et bancatica,” those regulating taxation over measurement standards.83 Although the communes received these rights, they, no doubt, largely benefited the guilds. And it is the communes that enforced the use of the measurement system throughout the hinterland, thus homogenizing trade. Bologna did so with the statutes of 1288, when it obliged all the communities of its territory to use the 10-foot pertica, imposing it as the only valid measurement system for all commercial transactions.84

Despite incessant effort, the medieval measurement systems never became self-legitimizing. The communes’ disciplinary system reinforced people’s belief in the usefulness of a stable measurement system—people did increase their aptitude as measuring and economic operations became faster (and profits larger). The systems’ legal status, however, was considered
an emanation of communal authority. Indeed, once the signori seized control over the Lombard communes, attention to local measurement systems faltered, an indication that the systems worked mostly as political tools for territorial control rather than as neutral economic regulators. In the Middle Ages, a system of measurement could not be substituted for another in the same way that we switch today between the metric system and the imperial or English. Measurement systems were seen to be in conflict, and that tension was a by-product of the tension between their validating authorities. The history of medieval measurements is inscribed within that of politics, not economics.

As the communes fashioned themselves as representatives of the people as a whole and stark opponents of tyranny, they also emphasized the belief that measurements ultimately derive their utility from social agreement. The pietre di paragone, publicly displayed and accessible to everyone, were the physical means by which the communes comforted the citizens with the knowledge that their government was the very embodiment of their collective needs. And the people understood. Petrus Ioannis Olivi (1248–1298), who lectured in the studium of Sta. Croce, in Florence, about 1287–89, stated that if every citizen employed the same corrupted standard, it could not be considered a case of counterfeit, since it is all people together, and not a superior ruler, who determine the acceptability of a standard. Olivi’s views were unorthodox (his writings were burnt after his death and were partially rehabilitated only with the council of Vienne in 1311–12), but he did express communal antimagnate and anti-signore policy, and he used measurements as his case in point, thus characterizing, once and for all, measurements as tools of power.

Modena’s Bonissima as Personification of the Just Measure

All the points on which we have touched in this essay (the struggle over the control of standards, the establishment of protective measures, the concerted distribution of the public gaze, the location of the incisions and their immateriality) are brought to bear when discussing Modena’s pietre di paragone, whose abundant documentation makes them an exemplary case.

In Modena, the units of measurement are today carved on the apse of the cathedral (Fig. 5). This, however, is not their original location but only the end point of a spatial trajectory that lasted three centuries. According to the communal statutes of 1327, the measurements were once carved on a stone set in the middle of the square. At the end of the fifteenth century, the historian Jacopo dei Bianchi (1440–after 1502) reported that standards were part of a ciborium made of four pillars, which supported a marble slab topped by a statue. The structure—dei Bianchi goes on—was destroyed in 1468, and the supporting slab was cut into columns for the adornment of the Campo Marzo. Only the statue, made of stone, was spared: it still exists today, mounted at the corner of the communal palace (Figs. 9 and 10).
The statue represents a stout woman with a long braid whose elevated position and sympathetic smile must have been read as expressing an almost-religious beatitude. Sturdy and healthy, she embodies all the benefits that could be enjoyed throughout the community that follows the principles for which she stands. To prevent equivocation, she may have held a scale, as the hole in her left hand seems to suggest. Without mantle or veil, she is not pious or noble but is dressed as an honest citizen. She wears a tunic and a short vest with narrow sleeves fastened by a crumpled sash, an outfit that resembles that of two caryatids in the Museo Civico of Verona dated to 1220–30.

Such was the importance of this statue that Modena’s pietre di paragone were referred to—by synecdoche—by its name, the Bonissima. This is a vulgarization of the expression “bona opinione” (good judgment), the title of the officials (“illi de bona opinione”) who were in charge of supervising the trading professions and making sure that their members conformed to the principles of goodwill and honest trading. Every year, the guilds swore to honor a long, meticulously worded manifesto, which, in sum, required them to respect common tenets that would guarantee commercial fairness. The Bonissima sculpture was the allegorical embodiment of these values. Not only was the statue “bona,” it was “bon-issima,” an attempt to verbalize, with a touch of popular irony, their ideal accomplishment.

Apart from dei Bianchi’s description, we do not know what the Bonissima structure looked like. The painter Ferdinando Manzini (1817–1886) attempted a hypothetical reconstruction in his large fresco View of Piazza Grande in the Middle Ages, today in Modena’s Museo di Arte Civica (Fig. 11). Manzini’s work is expressive of the taste of his time, for which the evocation of a lively—yet tending toward the miserable—population and theatrical effects were more important than historical accuracy (look at the backlit figures and the use of architecture as stage wings). Manzini derived the ciborium from a previous reconstruction, part of an opening initial in the 1744 edition of the epic-comic poem La Secchia Rapita (Fig. 12). There, the Bonissima statue stands on a low stage supported by four legs,
as mentioned in dei Bianchi’s report, which explicitly describes the columns as “short.” Manzini must have known this reconstruction because, besides reusing all its architectural elements, he reproduced its location, setting it just in front of the southwest corner of Modena’s communal palace. However, he stretched the columns in order to make the canopy look like the one preserving the pietre di paragone in Verona (see Fig. 4). The Veronese ciborium, or capitello, is a minimal structure: four unadorned columns support a pyramidal canopy. The pietre di paragone take up most of the lower part, running vertically along the columns and horizontally along the marble base. The inconspicuousness of the pietre is counterbalanced by the stretched columns in order to make the canopy look like the southwest corner of Modena’s communal palace. However, he must have designed to support a larger covering, which probably had no cross, as I found no medieval source referring to any religious function for the capitello. The existence of the capitello can be securely dated only to 1284, but it was modified in 1378, when Antonio and Bartolomeo della Scala ordered the renovation of the area.95 Indeed, the Gothicizing lettering of the names of the measurements, carved at the edges of the pietre, are similar to the inscriptions found on the della Scala family tombs, built in the second half of the fourteenth century. In any case, the capitello we see today has been modified since. The roof, for instance, cannot be original, since its base is smaller than the perimeter sketched by the capitals of the columns, which extend beyond the roof. These must have been designed to support a larger covering, which probably had no cross, as I found no medieval source referring to any religious function for the capitello.

Despite scholars’ cautious acceptance, Manzini’s reconstruction is twice flawed.96 It mixes the Secchia Rapita letter S, a hypothetical representation of dei Bianchi’s laconic description, with the much-restored Veronese capitello. A reconstruction of the Modena and Verona ciboria eventually proves impossible, and not because of a lack of information but because of the temporary nature of the supports of the pietre themselves. Because of their volume, complex divisions, and liquids) could not easily be abstracted into linear shapes, so a few specimens were kept in the sacristy of the commune.

The Bonissima can be dated to before 1220: a document describing the reordering of the main square states that by then the Bonissima already stood on its perimeter. And at that time, the commune of Modena acquired the market. Its limits were defined and the same was done for the housing lots extending from the old communal palace as far as the Bonissima and as far as the canal. Giuliolus Giberti di Parma did all this during his mandate as podestà of Modena and bought the square for the benefit of the commune of Modena.97

This record shows that about 1220 the Bonissima stood on the edge of the square, somewhere opposite the communal palace, thus far from today’s location of the pietre and from the center of the square, as shown in the Secchia Rapita initial. The entry is also important because it clearly stresses that the repositioning of the complex was consequential to the commune’s taking control of the marketplace.

Some fifty years later the Bonissima was moved. Two chroniclers—Alessandro Tassoni (1488–1562), author of La Secchia Rapita, and Bonifacio da Morano (d. 1349)—both report that on 30 April 1268 the Bonissima was placed in the square of Modena.98 (The record offers insight into the great value that the statue must have had in fostering an image of economic stability, since chronicles usually report momentous battles and the deaths of institutional figures, not the movements of decorative elements.) Bonifacio da Morano is more precise and adds that the Bonissima was positioned near the office of the bona opinione created for its supervision. (It was also called “officium bullettarum,” from bullare, the operation of sealing a standard for its approval.) According to the statutes of 1327, which codify current political customs, the officers were two: a supervisor (an office that could only be held by someone who was at least forty years old) and a notary. Their appointment lasted six months, and they were elected by the General Assembly one month before the election of the podestà, in order to guarantee a degree of independence.99

As was the case with other cities, officials and notaries together oversaw the production of butchers, bakers, wine sellers, milliners, masons, and other commercial activities. They checked the bread on a weekly basis and the measurement tools owned by the other vendors once every six months. During such controls, the officials put a seal on the measurement tools as a guarantee for the customer, who, furthermore, reported to them any abuse to which they fell victim. For their regular controls the officials must have had their own standards, but in case of disagreement, they had recourse to the figures on the Bonissima.

The statutes are consistent about the presence of measurements at the feet of the sculpture: these included the braccio, the shape for tiles and bricks, the passus, and even the size for shoe soles. (I infer they were all incised, in accordance with regional praxis, even if the statutes say so only for the foot: all the other records make use of generic terms.) Only two types of measurements seem not to have found their place on the structure. Because of their volume, complex divisions, and peculiar curvature, standards of capacity (for both solids and liquids) could not easily be abstracted into linear shapes, so a few specimens were kept in the sacristy of the commune.
(located in the communal tower), which, the statutes add, had to be accessible and guarded by the officials of the bona opinione. Another standard that was absent from the feet of the Bonissima was the peritica. It was simply too long and was thus incised on the pillar of the staircase of the communal palace, not far from the other standards. It is likely that it stayed in place until 1495, when the monumental protruding staircase (a common feature of communal palaces in northern Italy) was destroyed, a move in line with Renaissance taste, which preferred squares free of cumbersome structures recalling communal power.

The demolition occurred almost thirty years after the destruction of the Bonissima. On 4 July 1468 the Bonissima structure was dismantled to provide material for the columns that would decorate the new garden of the lord of Modena to be created in the Campo Marzo. The demolition is confirmed by the deliberation of the elders, who authorized the transfer of the statue on 19 June the same year. It is particularly telling that the Bonissima, a structure devised in the thirteenth century by the commune to enforce commercial as well as social order, was destroyed for the private enjoyment of the signore of Modena.

The statue, however, survived and was employed as an advertising sign of the officium bollettarum, which, despite its questionable efficacy (as we will see), was relocated to the southwest corner of the old communal palace. The sculpture remains there today. Its only other documented movement—in 1498—was being repositioned a few feet higher to make room for a higher ceiling for the colonnade.

Some scholars believe that with the dismantling of the Bonissima complex, the linear units of measurement appeared on the apse of the cathedral, where we see them today (see Fig. 5). This is uncorroborated, however, since the earliest surviving record confirming their presence on the apse of the duomo dates to 1547. Whether or not the units of measurement were carved there before this date, it is unlikely that they appeared as we see them today: in 1527 Modena, after sixteen years of papal domination, returned to the dominion of the duchy of Este and had to conform to the standards used in its capital, Ferrara. Already in 1419 the elders had deliberated recarving the standards on the base of the Bonissima in order to guarantee that trade in the Modena market conformed to the Ferrarese measurements. The units of measurement we see today on the apse of the duomo may not have appeared before 1598, when, with the fall of Ferrara to Rome, Modena became the capital of the duchy and its original measurement system was revived.

The location of the standards on the apse was apparently deliberately chosen. They flanked a little Medusa in the lunette (Fig. 13), an apotropaic symbol with wild eyes and hair that protected them, perhaps turning into stone whoever attempted to get closer. Unlike the Bonissima ciborium, whose elevated statue (regardless of the height of the columns) was easily seen and whose standards at street level eased comparison, the carvings on the duomo apse evaded contact. At more than eight feet off the ground, they are still out of reach. Their range has also been simplified by omitting the most commercial standards (such as units of capacity, shoe soles, and bread shapes). The cathedral wall displays only the brick, the tile, the peritica, and the passus, that is, the most formal, abstract standards whose rigorous symmetrical arrangement betrays a decorative intent.

The changes, however subtle, tell of the different cultural climate of modern times. The Este family continued the time-honored incision of pietre di paragone just as they endorsed the communal statutes, because they fostered an idea of continuity with the communal spirit, containing opposition and facilitating their rise to power. Placing the pietre out of reach, however, transformed them into purely visual markers of power. The pietre are presented to the eyes only, like a family crest decorating the ceiling of a private chapel. Their remoteness reminds the beholder of the distance that separates him or her from actual power and his or her irrelevancy in the preservation of the key tools of justice. The signore must have felt that the commune’s reliance on the population’s controlling gazes was no longer necessary, since by the sixteenth century his authority and judgment were undisputed.

This cultural shift had conspicuous practical consequences. Following the demolition of the Bonissima structure, the city entered a phase of metrological confusion. During the third decade of the sixteenth century, it suffered from famine, and the price of wheat skyrocketed. Tommasino dei Bianchi, son of Jacopo, commented on this decline in his chronicle (1503–54). He was the city’s officer sopra a l’abondàntia (a euphemistic expression indicating the supervisor for victuals) and was therefore directly involved. He remarked explicitly and harshly on the behavior of many traders (especially of cereal traders, since the price of bread was tragically unstable) who sold their goods paying no heed to any system of measurement, some of them even mocking the idea that such a measurement...
system ever existed.112 This belief was perhaps caused by the disappearance (or the disempowerment) of the team of bona opinione, whose office was re-created as an aid to the victual supervisors’ only with the 1547 statutes.113

Metrological chaos during the sixteenth century seems to have been a common situation, thus upending our traditional idea of the Middle Ages as an age of confusion and the Renaissance as an age of order. In Mantua, two edicts of 1554 describe the standards as so corrupted that “the sellers could deceive themselves.”114 And in Parma a document of 1493 reports that it was impossible to find one single “baker or wine seller or butcher or milliner or fisherman or merchant that had a correctly gauged tool and that sold his goods fairly.”115 Some corrective measures must have been undertaken, for we know of a decree (on 24 March 1509) by the Parmesan podestà Antonio Malvicini that ordered a check, using seals, of all measurement tools.116

No evidence indicates that a similarly chaotic situation ever existed in the Middle Ages. The communes devised the pietre di paragone precisely to avoid it and thoroughly thought through their system of display. The pietre spread knowledge of the standards by advertising them in a main square, making them accessible to everyone. Far from being solely of use in trade, the pietre generated a series of social rituals that encouraged a sense of collectivity and eventually were useful in supporting the communal organizations against their many opponents. Also, the pietre avoided corruption by turning the measurements they represented into intangible incisions. Borghini and the intellectuals who espoused his view depreciated the metrological confusion of the Middle Ages also because they had lost touch with the pietre. With the fifteenth century, the carvings progressively disappeared from the urban landscape of Italian cities as a consequence of their declining cultural significance. In Borghini’s time, people conceived of measurements first and foremost as physical standards, to which rulers throughout Italy were resorting in order to put an end to the metrological confusion. In Mantua, after Giulio Romano’s rebuilding of the duomo and the consequential destruction of the local pietre incised on its facade, the ruling Gonzaga commissioned the sculptor Bernardino Arrigoni to cast a set of bronze standards, which they considered the sole exemplars of correct local measurements.117 Borghini’s defamation may have been the result not of ignorance but of blindness. Shallow incisions in stone, hardly visible in dim light after the destruction of a monumental canopy, the pietre di paragone stood invisible under his gaze, as they have under ours for many years.
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